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Our story Established in December 2019 under Viet Hong Group, VHG 
Styles was built around a simple guiding principle: “provide 
exceptional quality products & customer service with 
unequaled value”

VHG Styles is driven by the mission to bring made-in-Vietnam 
goods to the world, with our chief product being bathroom 
accessories such as wooden cabinets, stone surfaces, sinks, 
faucets, mirrors, etc.

The products of VHG Styles Viet Nam have an origin in Vietnam, 
are manufactured by Vietnamese workers and exported to US 
and European markets.

With only a short time in operation, VHG Styles Vietnam 
understands that there will be many obstacles in our path. 
However, with 28 years of experience inherited from Viet Hong 
Group, with the vitality, resilience, and passion of our staff, with 
the agility in catching opportunities of our executives, VHG Styles 
Viet Nam believes we will make a mark in the industry.
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&style sophistication
leading-edge 
design
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innovative design & 
functionality
Designed with a smaller bathroom in mind, this collection is by 
no means short of excellence.

With a gorgeous finish and a high-gloss polymarble basin. 
This vanity combines both design and practicality. Crafted 
with compressed bamboo and features soft-closing doors and 
drawers. Other finish options include classic white, modern grey, 
plum and wenge.
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Vanity 
collection

Ava Huntshire

Caroline Estate Marsala

Caroline Tavian

Dior Vincente

Gloria

Bradford Julianna

Caroline Parkway Norhaven

Ceanna Tiffany

Elise Winterfell

Caroline Avenue Khaleesi

Caroline Premium Talisa

Clarissa Victoria

Finley Zola

All the components of our vanities are individually available. For more 
information on sizes, style, configuration, finish, material and availability, 
please contact your VHG Styles sales representative.

For additional models, specifications, images and countertop options, 
please contact your VHG Styles sales representative.
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Tavian ClarissaThe Tavian vanity is designed with a sleek, clean and modern 
style. This vanity offers an abundant storage space with spacious 
drawers and doors for more space. It features soft-closing 
mechanisms with chrome hardware with brushed nickel highlights. 
Finish options are Zebra Grey and Classic White. A side towel bar 
completes its functionality.

The Clarissa is a magnificent vanity, uniquely designed with the 
latest modern bathroom style. Crafted from high quality solid 
wood and finished in elegant espresso, modern grey, classic white 
or the exclusive honey oak. It features soft-closing doors and 
drawers that offer abundant storage space.

Size options 
36 / 48 / 60 / 72 / 90 in

Size options 
61 / 72 in
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Gloria JuliannaThe Gloria has a beautiful and welcoming appearance. A modern 
design that is both functional and compact. It features soft-
closing doors and drawers that have abundant space for all of 
your toiletries. Its open lower shelf is perfect for storing linens. 
Finish options for the Gloria are elegant espresso, modern grey or 
classic white.

The Julianna offers a beautiful and elegant structure in any 
bathroom design. Constructed from solid wood, it features 
soft-closing doors and drawers. Its functional design includes a 
spacious linen shelf at the bottom. Finish options are elegant 
espresso, cashmere grey, or classic white.

Size options 
36 / 48 in

Size options 
32/ 36 / 48 / 60 / 72 in
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Marsala ZolaInspired by the Clarissa, the Marsala vanity was designed to 
capture beauty. Crafted from quality solid wood and finished in 
elegant espresso, modern grey or classic white finish. It features 
soft-closing doors and drawers with generous storage space for 
toiletries.

Size options 
29 / 35 / 48 in

Size options 
24 / 30 / 36 / 48 in

The Zola presents a modern look to any bathroom. An integrated 
basin is the unique element that compliments its clean lines. 
Crafted from solid wood, it features soft-closing doors and 
drawers. Finish options are elegant espresso, modern grey and 
classic white.
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Finish 
options

Espresso Zebra Grey

Wenge PlumGrey Oak

GreyCashmere Grey

Tavi Grey

White

17

Side 
cabinets
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Marble 
options

Alabaster Bianco FuturoCarrara Ocean

Dousie

Evo Cream

Polar Pack Serena Grey

Hong Kong

Carrara White

AQE 138

Teak

VCBTCrystal White

Black Pearl

Ashwood

Avenza

Carrara Black

Bianco 900

AQE 102Calacatta

Carrara Alto Taimahal

Carrara  
Lyskamm

Carrara  
Venetino

Carrara Marble

VCBX 103VCT 02Carrara Venato

Jupiter

Navona

Giotto

* Illustration purposes only.  
* Faucet sold separately and not included.  
* For other finish options, sizes, and availability, 
please contact your VHG Styles representative.

Undermount 
countertops

Carrara White Marble Countertop* 
Double Basin with Backsplash 
Round

Phoenix White Marble Countertop* 
Double Basin 
Round

Dazzle White Marble Countertop* 
Double Basin 
Round

Artic White Marble Countertop* 
Double Basin 
Round

Carrara White Marble Countertop* 
Double Basin with Backsplash 
Square

Pink GL

Violet KH
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Sink 
styles

Round Undermount Basin Single A faucet Triple faucet Single B faucet

Integrated Basin

Square Undermount Basin

Square Vessel Basin

* Illustration purposes only.  
* Faucet sold separately and not included.

Faucet 
options

Brushed Nickel

Polished Chrome
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E5 Round 
White Porcelain

LB03 
Material name to be 
updated

LB8260-A 
Material name to be 
updated

LB100-A 
Material name to be 
updated

LB100-A 
Material name to be 
updated

LB8041-A 
Material name to be 
updated

LT01 
Material name to be 
updated

LB04 
Material name to be 
updated

Width 19.29 ”
Diameter 15.75 ”
Height 7.87 ”
Weight 16.3 lbs*

Width to be updated ”
Diameter to be updated  ”
Height to be updated ”
Weight to be updated lbs

Width to be updated ”
Diameter to be updated ”
Height to be updated ”
Weight to be updated lbs

Width to be updated ”
Diameter to be updated ”
Height to be updated ”
Weight to be updated lbs

Width to be updated ”
Diameter to be updated ”
Height to be updated ”
Weight to be updated lbs

Width to be updated ”
Diameter to be updated ”
Height to be updated ”
Weight to be updated lbs

Width 18.5 ”
Diameter 13.78 ”
Height 7.68 ”
Weight 15.7 lbs

Width 18.5 ”
Diameter 13.78 ”
Height 7.68 ”
Weight 15.7 lbs

Basin options

VT-BAS-16L4D 
White Ceramic

LB15055SQ 
Material name to be 
updated

LB01 
Material name to be 
updated

LT01 
Material name to be 
updated

Width 16.5 ”
Diameter 16.5 ”
Height 4.7 ”
Weight 15.8 lbs*

Width to be updated ”
Diameter to be updated ”
Height to be updated ”
Weight to be updated lbs

Width to be updated ”
Diameter to be updated ”
Height to be updated ”
Weight to be updated lbs

Width 18.5 ”
Diameter 13.78 ”
Height 7.68 ”
Weight 15.7 lbs



Head Office Viet Hong Building, 58 Tran Nhan Tong, Nguyen Du Ward, Hai 
Ba Trung Dist, Ha Noi, Viet Nam

Representative  
Office

15–17 Hoang Van Thu, Chanh Nghia Ward, Thu Dau Mot City, 
Binh Duong

Factory Chau Duc Industrial Park, Ba Ria –  Vung Tau


